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Student Design Competition

 Can you create a better life?
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Introducing Formica Group
Meet the company behind Formica® Formations

Formica Group is the original manufacturer of high-pressure laminate (HPL). We’re proud to have more than 
100 years of design, product innovation and manufacturing experience.

Our heritage and brand reputation have been founded on quality, service and unrivalled expertise
– a combination that ensures products meet the needs of their applications.

Today, we are a world-leading manufacturer of surfacing solutions for commercial and residential 
applications. See our full product portfolio on page 5.

Time waits for no one. Change surrounds us: climates, places, people, behaviours. And yet the promise of  
a better life remains.

This year, Formica Group challenges you to be the change you want to see. Using your design skills and 
expertise, craft a new vision of our closest environments. Create a stunning piece of furniture incorporating 
Formica® laminate and help to change our relationship with the spaces that define us.

Simply choose your space – home living (kitchen, living/dining room, home office, etc) or public (hotel, shop, 
school, office, hospital, etc) – and show us how to make life easier, more enjoyable, more productive or more 
comfortable.

Matthew Day Jackson will join Formica Group design managers Renee Hytry Derrington and
Eva Hoernisch in a judging panel packed with international art and design experience.

Can you create a better life?

Matthew Day Jackson
International Artist

Renee Hytry Derrington
Group VP Design
Formica Group

Eva Hoernisch
Group Creative Product Director
Formica Group

Introducing Formica Formations

For more information please email formations@formica.com
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Why Formica Laminate?

Postforming (Grade HGP)

The Performance features icons are for general reference only. For more specific product information, including technical data and warranties please refer to formica.com
* Available on request. Only available in certain sizes. Please contact Formica Group for more information.

Water resistant Stain resistant Hygienic Chemical resistant

Flat bonding Fire resistant*Impact Resistant

What is Formica® Laminate?
Formica High Pressure Laminate is a multi-layered sandwich of resin impregnated materials which when fused under
high pressure and temperature, creates a hardwearing, durable and hygienic surfacing material. 

The layers of the sandwich consists of paper that we source from sustainable forests therefore, approximately 70% of the product 
is made from paper.

Our robust and seamless manufacturing process remains unparalleled. Protective layer

Décor paper

Décor backing paper

Multiple layers of kraft paperHow it’s made

Decorative
paper

Kraft
paper

Melamine 
resin

Phenolic 
resin

Decorative
paper

Kraft
paper

Texture

Melamine treatment 
and cutting

Phenolic treatment
and cutting

Pressing Finishing

Assembly:

Formica® Laminates are adaptable to a multitude of environments such as commercial offices, education, healthcare, transport, 
retail, sports and leisure and hospitality.

Where it’s used

Formica Laminates are multi-purpose and versatile and used for a wide variety of applications such as contract furniture, interior 
wall cladding, commercial washrooms, interior doors and more.

How it’s used
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DecoMetal®

Striking metallic laminate incorporating real metal foils.

• DecoMetal high pressure laminates use real metal foils 
• Creates a stunning metallic laminate that is durable but very light compared to sheet metal
• Award-winning surface finish “Plex”
• Typical applications reception and retail furniture and wall cladding
• Suitable for vertical design applications only/ not suitable for high moisture environments.

Various metallic surfaces (44 foil colours in various textures)
Available in MTF and VGS grades
Sizes: 3050 x 1220 and 2440 x 1220mm
Thickness: 0.8 – 1.3mm

Formica® Magnetic Laminate
Decorative and functional laminate with magnetic effect.

• Formica Magnetic Laminates incorporate an iron sheet, producing a strong magnetic effect
• Decorative magnetic laminate for use as whiteboard, display - or blackboard
• Helps create fun, practical and functional spaces at home, at school or in the workplace
• Ideal for schools, offices, wall cladding, doors, magnetic boards, meeting rooms and receptions
• Carefully selected colours and a mix of surfaces combine to offer a wide variety of applications.

5 decors (4 plain colours 1 brushed aluminium) in 3 textures
Available in MLB grades
Sizes: 3050 x 1220mm
Thickness: 0.8 – 1.3mm

Younique® by Formica Group
Younique by Formica Group provides you with the opportunity to incorporate patterns, logos, photographs 
and bespoke design into your project. Integrate signage directly onto doors or walls, incorporate corporate 
logos to enhance your clients’ branding or create truly customised furniture – whatever you decide,
bring your design to life and create the ultimate personalised environment.

• Freedom to choose the colour and style of your surface
• Hardwearing surface resistant to scratches and abrasions, moisture and fire
• Resistant to vandalism and colour fade
• Long lasting, durable and easy to clean.

Choosing the right laminate for you
Thin HPL
• Thicknesses typically  0.7mm
• Single sided décor (sanded back)
• Requires bonding to a substrate
• Design in visible core as feature or apply matched or feature edge banding
• Inherent properties make it very durable and non-porous.

Suitable environments:
• Countless design and application opportunities (including colors, patterns, woodgrains, Truescale)
• Not suitable for high moisture areas.

 

ColorCore®

A premium solid colour laminate that obviates the dark lines.

• ColorCore is a premium solid colour laminate
• This homogeneous colour obviates  the dark line sometimes associated with standard laminate edges
• Permits decorative effects to be created by engraving 
• Ideal for applications such as counter tops, point-of-sale units, doors and work surfaces – very popular for cosmetic counters
• Available certified  FSC 70% mix.

18 plain colours in 8 textures
Sizes: 3050 x 1300mm
Thickness: 1 and 1.3mm

ColorCore® Compact
Practical and beautiful self supporting material.

• ColorCore Compact is a premium solid through colour laminate
• Designed to withstand high-traffic areas without compromising on aesthetic, finish or quality.    

The material is impact and abrasion-resistant, making it resilient to heavy usage
• Fully waterproof with non-porous properties; a consumer-friendly everyday product upon which spillages can be  

simply wiped away
• Colour matched, waterproof core allows design features to be engraved into the surface
• Ideal for public spaces, ColorCore Compact is hygienic, with its inert properties preventing bacteria from developing.

20 decors (4 plain colours, 14 patterns/stones 2 woodgrains) in 8 textures
Sizes: 3050 x 1300, 3660 x 1400, 3050 x 900 and 3050 x 650mm
Thickness (Compact double sided): 6, 8, 10, 12 and 20mm

Order free samples at formica.com
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Search Fabrication Advice at formica.com and download our Fabrication Advice Guide for further information

Aside from postforming, six different edging processes offer flexibility and functionality with Formica® laminate. These techniques, 
which are suitable for items include table-tops, cabinet doors and screen walls, include using:

Edging

• Acrylic, PVC or laminate as an edging strip
• Profiled wood strips
• Plastic or aluminium strips

• A substrate edged before bonding
• Layered ColorCore®

• Brass or aluminium strips.

Design considerations:

Formica HPL can be postformed to hold a curve, which can be used as a design feature or a cost effective way to edge panels 
and work surfaces. This can be achieved without compromising any of the properties associated with Formica Group’s standard 
high pressure laminate.

Postforming benefits:
• Aesthetically pleasing (no visible seams)
• No joints or dirt or water to gather
• No deterioration during long-term storage

Postforming
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Staffordshire University graduate Rachel Clay has pioneered a new and playful approach to contemporary design, 
incorporating Formica® Laminate in her eye-catching and increasingly famous ‘Blobs’ range of furniture.

Rachel admitted to feeling constrained by traditional furniture designs, focusing instead on shape and form as a starting point.

Nina Bailey, UK Design Manager at Formica Group, said: “Rachel’s work shows a new and versatile way of using Formica Laminate. It’s great to see the 
material being used by young designers and how our solid colours combine to create a fun, bold palette.”

Reimagining relaxation
Contemporary French designers Maud Vantours and Pierre-Henri Devineau teamed with Formica Group to complete FLOWA, 
a memorable and striking piece of furniture incorporating ColorCore laminate throughout.

The bright, spirited and solid colours of the unit’s internal structure were complemented by the vibrant layered flower designs 
on the cabinet doors. It’s a truly unforgettable artistic collaboration.

FLOWA power
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Reading develops the playground of a child’s imagination, which is why furniture designers Eurobib Direct
(part of Lammhults Biblioteksdesign AB) were determined to create inspiring furniture pieces for libraries across Sweden.

Bookcases in the shape of elephants, lions, crocodiles, camels, gorillas and more were all developed by Eurobib’s     
Louise Hederström and Dan Jonsson.

The durability and ease of working with Formica® laminate was the key attraction, says Bjarne Hjertevik, Marketing Director at Lammhults Biblioteksdesign 
AB. “The finished product will stand the test of time and the surface won’t easily scratch or get worn.”

Jungle books
James Burleigh, a leading designer and maker of contemporary furniture, needed no persuasion to incorporate 
Formica® Laminate in a new range of pieces.

From the graceful Pil table to the two- or five-door Hopper credenza and the Jenson open shelving system, Formica Laminate  
has added colour, durability and long-lasting style to Burleigh’s latest products.

Contemporary classics
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Formations

Formica, the Formica Anvil Device, DecoMetal, ColorCore and Younique are registered trademarks of The Diller Corporation
© 2019 The Diller Corporation

Enter your design before 17th April 2020 at
formica.com search


